
Week in Review

● The Federal Reserve triggers a muted rally on stocks and crypto by signalling there will

be no increase in yield rates at least until 2023.

● Morgan Stanley rumoured to invest in Bithumb, a cryptocurrency exchange based in

Korea.

● Hong Kong listed company, Meitu, buys another 16,000 ETH and 386 BTC.

● Deutsche Bank crypto report states that “bitcoin is too important to ignore”.

● Visa partners with Crypto.com for cooperative network access and the rollout of credit

based on cryptocurrency holdings.

● Fireblocks raises $133 million in funding to bring banks and FinTech to crypto.

● Morgan Stanley plans to offer three bitcoin funds to high net-worth clients.

● Cryptocurrency inflows hit a record-high in the US of $4.2 billion for Q1 2021.

● Digital asset liquidity provider B2C2 eyes options and lending products for mid-2021

release following its acquisition by SBI Financial Services.

● Americans might use almost $40 billion from stimulus checks to invest in bitcoin and

stocks, according to Mizuho Securities survey.

● Popular trading platform eToro goes public via US$10 billion SPAC.

● Brazil’s Stock Exchange approves two new crypto ETFs in Latin America.
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https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/17/fed-decision-march-2021-fed-sees-stronger-economy-higher-inflation-but-no-rate-hikes.html
https://blockworks.co/morgan-stanleys-rumored-bithumb-play-shows-institutional-interest-in-koreas-digital-asset-infrastructure/
https://www.coindesk.com/meitu-buys-more-bitcoin-ether-bringing-total-holdings-to-90m
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-is-now-too-important-to-ignore-deutsche-bank-says
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ninabambysheva/2021/03/18/visa-taps-deeper-into-bitcoin-through-new-global-partnership-with-cryptocom/?sh=39a7a2755c57
https://www.fireblocks.com/blog/133m-series-c-fireblocks-is-here-for-the-long-run/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-03-17/morgan-stanley-to-offer-rich-clients-access-to-bitcoin-funds
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-crypto-currency-inflows-idUSKBN2B82Q2
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/98441/crypto-market-maker-b2c2-options-lending-products
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/nearly-10-of-the-380-billion-in-stimulus-checks-may-be-used-to-buy-bitcoin-and-stocks-survey-131009531.html?guccounter=1
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/03/16/investing/etoro-spac-robinhood/index.html
https://cointelegraph.com/news/brazilian-stock-exchange-approves-two-new-crypto-etfs-in-latin-america


Winners & Losers

● Despite further institutional support from the likes of Deutsche Bank and Morgan Stanley,

Bitcoin had a predominantly sideways week, ranging between ~US$53,221 and US$61,700.

Crypto inflows increased on the back of US stimulus cheques, although the rise of altcoin

markets suggest that bitcoin may not have been the predominant benefactor. Similarly,

Ethereum had a week of ranging between ~US$1,711 and ~US$1,931 and failed to break out
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on ETH/BTC charts. Overall, BTC recorded a -4.97% week slightly outperforming ether which

ended at -6.16%.

● Gold had a slight recovery from last week’s dip, rising to ~US$1,745/oz to close the week.

Gold may have a tough time in the short-term with rising treasury yields, but we feel that

the market is still pricing in a shorter recovery to Covid-19 than reality, and this presents

some potential safe-haven flows into gold in the medium-term.

● The US 10-yr Treasury yield rate continued to increase, peaking at 1.754% this week. The

Federal Reserve announced an extension of its SLR rule, allowing commercial banks to

utilise more of their balance sheet with the hope that this will increase demand for

treasuries, stemming interest rate growth. Despite best efforts, the overarching message

that the Fed will not counter inflation until 2023 feeds the growing narrative that value

stocks will increasingly  outperform momentum stocks in the coming years.

● The VIX showed little movement this week, closing -0.8 from the weekly open at 21.8. Low

volatility was a result of quieter markets and reassurance from the Fed.

● In the coming weeks, we will likely see more reaction to the Fed’s decision to hold interest

rates down until 2023. This, combined with further stimulus, could see further topside

moves in growth stocks and cryptocurrencies. However, the medium to longer-term

indicators are favouring value stocks and stores of wealth (Bitcoin) at this juncture.
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https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20200401a.htm


Macro, Technicals & Order Flow

Bitcoin

● We forecast a short-term false break before moving higher last week. We got the

short-term move, but not the follow-through we were expecting. Generally muted markets

this week across the board.

● A pennant has formed, which will probably break one way or the other this coming week.

Our bet is topside - we are still seeing the institutional bet growing - the Canadian Purpose

Bitcoin ETF broke $1b in AUM one month after its launch, JP Morgan are releasing crypto

products, and much more from other firms on the horizon.

● Furthermore, rising 10Y yields are building more inflationary commentary across the media

and the amount of Bitcoin held on exchanges continues to decrease, suggesting an

increase in longer-term Bitcoin holdings.
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https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/03/18/2195821/0/en/Purpose-Investments-Bitcoin-ETF-Crosses-1-Billion-in-Assets-Under-Management-on-One-Month-Fund-Anniversary.html
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Ethereum

● Ethereum followed bitcoin and traditional markets this week, ranging around 1,780. In the

background the market has been feverishly trading NFTs and watching a number of key

developments leading up to the Optimism scaling launch.

● Bank of America came out this week and said that DeFi is potentially more disruptive than

bitcoin, and yet the ETH barely moved. The OTC (off-exchange) markets have still been fairly

active.

● The futures basis has been volatile this week, and open interest in derivatives is growing. It

feels like we are getting ready for a move.

● Grayscale’s Ethereum Trust balance increased by 3,160 ETH this week, totalling 3.176m ETH,

a 0.1% increase from the prior week. The trust currently holds 2.76% of all circulating

Ethereum.

● The total value locked in DeFi projects decreased to $43.4 billion, an 3.31% decrease from

last week.
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https://www.coindesk.com/bank-of-america-defi-potentially-more-disruptive-than-bitcoin
https://grayscale.co/ethereum-trust/
https://www.bybt.com/Grayscale
https://defipulse.com/


● The amount of ETH in the ETH 2.0 staking contract currently sits at 3,560,034, an increase of

1% from last week. This represents 3.09% of the total supply estimated to remain locked for

~ one year.
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https://blockchair.com/ethereum/2.0/phase-0


What to Watch

● Ray Dalio believes we are in the late stage of the Big Debt Cycle, where cash is continually

being devalued via money printing and bonds are becoming less attractive due to low

yields. Will this result in an exodus from cash and bonds into non-debt and non-dollar

assets? Will America implement tax changes and capital controls in response to capital

flight? What does this mean for Bitcoin and its digital gold narrative?

● Morgan Stanley’s offers access to Bitcoin funds to their clients. Will more investment banks

do the same?

● Ethereum’s scaling solutions, Optimism and ImmutableX comes out this month. Will they

successfully address Ethereum’s high fees and scalability issues?

Insights

● Optimism - The new scaling solution for Ethereum: With the potential to reduce

Ethereum's current fees by 100x or more, a highly anticipated scaling solution called

Optimism is slated to launch this month. Have a look at the technical benefits,

challenges and what Optimism might mean for the Ether asset.

Zerocap provides digital asset investment and custodial services to forward-thinking investors

and institutions globally. Our investment team and Wealth Platform offer frictionless access to

digital assets with industry-leading security. To learn more, contact the team at

hello@zerocap.io

Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by Zerocap Pty Ltd, its directors, employees and agents for information purposes only and by no

means constitutes a solicitation to investment or disinvestment. The views expressed in this update reflect the analysts’ personal
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-world-would-you-own-bonds-when-ray-dalio/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/17/bitcoin-morgan-stanley-is-the-first-big-us-bank-to-offer-wealthy-clients-access-to-bitcoin-funds.html
https://zerocap.io/optimism-the-new-scaling-solution-for-ethereum/
mailto:hello@zerocap.io


opinions about the cryptocurrencies. These views may change without notice and are subject to market conditions. All data used in

the update are between 15 Mar. 2021 0:00 UTC to 21 Mar. 2021 23:59 UTC from TradingView. Contents presented may be subject to

errors. The updates are for personal use only and should not be republished or redistributed. Zerocap Pty Ltd reserves the right of

final interpretation for the content herein above.

* Index used:

Bitcoin Ethereum Gold Equities
High Yield
Corporate
Bonds

Commodities
Treasury

Yields

BTC ETH PAXG S&P 500, ASX 200, VT HYG CRBQX U.S. 10Y
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